Methods for wavefield injection are commonly used to extrapolate seismic data in reverse time migration (RTM). Injecting a single component of the acoustic field, for example, pressure, leads to ambiguity in the direction of propagation. Each recorded wavefront is propagated both upward and downward, and spurious (or ghost) reflectors are created alongside real reflectors in the subsurface image. Thus, wavefield separation based on the combination of pressure and particle velocity data is generally performed prior to imaging to extract only the upgoing field from multicomponent seabed or towed marine seismic recordings. By instead combining vector-acoustic (VA) data with monopoleand dipole-type propagators in the extrapolation of shot or receiver gathers, we show that wavefield separation (or deghosting) can instead be performed "on-the-fly" at limited additional cost. This strategy was successfully applied to a line of a North Sea ocean-bottom cable data set, acquired over the Volve field. We then evaluate additional advantages over standard RTM with decomposed fields such as improved handling of the directivity information contained in the acquired VA data for clearer shallow sections and better focused space-lag common image gathers, and imaging of the downgoing component without the need for additional finite-difference modeling via mirror migration. Finally, we prove the robustness of our method with respect to sparse and irregular receiver sampling.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in seismic streamer technology allow for the acquisition of vector-acoustic (VA) measurements by means of devices that record pressure and multicomponent (e.g., vertical and crossline) particle velocity or acceleration Cambois et al., 2009 ). These new systems could represent a breakthrough in the way we process and image seismic data. Geophysical techniques that primarily focus on data-domain processing of such data have already been proposed for improved noise attenuation (Cambois et al., 2009) , signal reconstruction , 3D deghosting (Özbek et al., 2010) , or multiple attenuation (Frijlink et al., 2011) . Novel imaging techniques that better honor the physics of wave propagation through the use of multicomponent data are emerging. The latter are the focus of this paper.
Current standard acoustic migration algorithms, based on either ray theory or a wave equation formulation (Biondi, 2006) , use a single input data type that is generally the recorded pressure data or a preprocessed version of it, to create an image of the subsurface. If up/down wavefield separation (i.e., the weighted sum of pressure and velocity data , generally referred to as PZ summation - Barr and Sanders, 1989; Amundsen, 1993) is not included in the preprocessing, up-and downgoing (ghost) fields contribute to the generation of real and spurious reflectors in the image, respectively. Ghost fields are in fact erroneously interpreted as upgoing events that travel longer in the subsurface (to compensate for bounces at the free surface of the water layer) and interact with the directly modeled source wavefield at incorrect locations below the real reflectors from which they actually originate. We refer to these, as well as any other interferences between unrelated events that spatially and temporally coincide, as crosstalk.
In the context of source-receiver interferometric imaging (Oristaglio, 1989; Halliday and Curtis, 2010) , Vasconcelos (2013) formulates migration in a VA fashion and shows that VA reverse time migration (VARTM) can produce images deprived of ghost reflectors, even when taking as input non-decomposed data. The decomposition step can be avoided because VA fields, combined by means of two-way representation theorems (Wapenaar, 2004; van Manen et al., 2005 van Manen et al., , 2006 Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006) , enable directional wavefield injection at the receiver surface, meaning that any wavefront is back-propagated only toward the direction from which it arrived (see also Mittet, 1994; Vasconcelos, 2011; Blanch, 2012; Vasconcelos et al., 2012; Amundsen and Robertsson, 2014) . Zhenhua and van der Baan (2014) use VARTM for microseismic event localization. El Yadari and Hou (2013) and El Yadari (2015) adapt the VA framework to Kirchhoff and beam migration, respectively. Finally, Ravasi and Curtis (2013a) and Ravasi et al. (2014a) extend this methodology to elastic (e.g., land or hard-seabed) data sets, in which wave-mode (P-and S-wave) separation is also embedded within wavefield extrapolation (Mittet, 1994) .
Historically, seafloor seismic data acquisition has advanced ahead of streamer acquisition in acquiring complementary data components. This was done partly with the aim of collecting converted shear-wave (PS) data together with compressional (PP) data (Maver, 2011) for improved imaging through gas clouds (Rønholt et al., 2008) , density estimation (Leiceaga et al., 2010) , and lithology characterization (Shahraeeni and Curtis, 2011) . Moreover, given the availability of multicomponent measurements at the seafloor, it is standard practice to combine pressure and particle velocity measurements to attenuate the effect of strong free-surface multiples on the receiver side prior to acoustic (or PP) imaging (Soubaras, 1996; Osen et al., 1999; Schalkwijk et al., 1999; Muijs et al., 2004) .
Here, we apply VA migration to a receiver line of a North Sea 3D ocean-bottom cable (OBC) field data set, acquired over the Volve field (Szydlik et al., 2007) we focus primarily on evaluating its effectiveness in suppressing downgoing waves (ghosts) at the receiver array by directional injection of VA data as an alternative to wavefield decomposition schemes. Additional advantages of VARTM over standard RTM of decomposed waves such as improved handling of directivity information for clearer shallow sections and better focused space-lag common image gathers (CIGs), and imaging of the downgoing component of the recorded field without the need for additional finite-difference modeling (via mirror VARTM) are also demonstrated.
The paper proceed as follows: We first briefly review the theory of VA migration with special focus on the differences that arise in wavefield extrapolation of pressure and velocity data compared with standard extrapolation of pressure data only. We then discuss the key characteristics of our field data set and its preprocessing, and we present intermediate results (e.g., receiver wavefield and single-shot images) of the application of VARTM as well as multishot images and their corresponding interpretation. In so doing, significant emphasis is placed on identifying and tracking key arrivals in the data that can be used to assess and illustrate the performance of VA wavefield extrapolation.
A REVIEW OF VECTOR-ACOUSTIC MIGRATION
Define p and v n to be the time-reversed pressure and normal particle velocity data recorded by multicomponent receivers, with v n ¼ v · n, where v is the particle velocity vector and n is the outward pointing normal vector at the recording surface. Similarly, q and f n refer to the propagators used to extrapolate the recorded data by means of monopole-and dipole-type (gradient) sources, respectively, where gradients f n are in the n-direction. The ⇒ symbol is used to define the back propagation of a data component (on the left) with a specific source type (on the right), so p ⇒ q means that recorded pressure data are back-propagated with monopole-source Green's function propagators. When implemented via finite difference methods, ⇒ can alternatively be seen as a boundary condition that allows a numerical injection scheme to inject the associated data components (Robertsson and Chapman, 2000; Robertsson and Amundsen, 2014) .
Current practice RTM uses only monopole injection sources to estimate the receiver wavefield (w RTM r ), independently of the choice of the data to be injected. If the data are the full recorded pressure field (for example, from single-component acquisition systems), then we write them as
and each wavefront injected in the finite-difference scheme propagates upward and downward from the injection points, irrespective of the direction from which it arrived, thus creating a wavefield artifact for every physical arrival present in the data. Although extrapolation can be done with an absorbing boundary (in place of the free surface) to attenuate the waves propagating upward, each downgoing component of the data that is erroneously back-propagated downward instead of upward interacts with the source wavefield and generates crosstalk artifacts in the image.
Where multicomponent data are recorded, up/down wavefield decomposition can be applied prior to imaging to suppress some of the events that are incorrectly handled by the injection procedure in equation 1. Thereafter, it is preferred to use only the upgoing field denoted as p − in the extrapolation step as
Note that an image of the downgoing field denoted as p þ can also be constructed by means of mirror imaging (Grion et al., 2007) by, for example, injection of the ghost data as if it were recorded not on the seabed but at a sea surface twice as high:
Shot-profile VARTM (see Appendix A for a vector-acoustic derivation of receiver-profile migration) solves the injection limitations of standard RTM without requiring any preprocessing of the data (Vasconcelos, 2013) . Simultaneous injection (indicated by the & symbol in the following equation) of the full pressure and (negative) normal particle velocity with two different types of injection sources, dipole and monopole respectively, enables "on-the-fly" wavefield separation into the up-and downgoing components of the recorded field, with upgoing waves that are injected only downward and downgoing waves that back-propagate only upward:
Intuitively, the application of dipolar injection sources on pressure data has the same effect of correcting for the different directions of arrival of seismic events in the velocity gather (by means of the socalled obliquity factor) when wavefield separation is performed in the f-k (or τ-p) domain. Independently of the type of wavefield extrapolation used to construct the receiver field, before an image of the subsurface can be constructed, another wavefield (the so-called source wavefield) S138 needs to be computed by propagating forward in time an estimate of the source wavelet (s) into the migration model:
Note that here we use a monopole-type source, but with the recent introduction of dual-source technology that combines pressure with gradient/dipole marine sources , handling of ingoing and outgoing waves at the source array will also be possible in the near future by combining the extrapolated receiver fields together with monopole and dipole source side propagators as explained by Vasconcelos (2013) . An imaging condition is finally used to map the interaction of source and receiver wavefields in the subsurface and create a representation of the earth's physical property contrasts:
where * denotes either zero-time crosscorrelation (Claerbout, 1971) or deconvolution (Guitton et al., 2007; Schleicher et al., 2008) . In this paper, we adopt a crosscorrelation imaging condition.
VOLVE FIELD, OFFSHORE NORWAY
In 2002, a 3D seismic OBC survey was acquired over the Volve field, offshore Norway, in the gas-/condensate-rich Sleipner area of the North Sea ( Figure 1a ). Volve is a small oil field with a domeshaped structure formed by the collapse of adjacent salt ridges during the Jurassic period (Szydlik et al., 2007) . Figure 1b shows the reference velocity model, together with the receiver and source line geometry selected for this study. The receiver line is a 6-km-long 4C cable placed on the seafloor approximately 92 m below the water surface containing 235 receivers with an interval of 25 m. The sail line is 12 km long with a shot interval of 50 m.
Preprocessing and single-shot imaging
The acquired data were preprocessed by Statoil. Preprocessing included noise suppression, source designature, and vector-fidelity corrections. Pressure ( Figure 2a ) and normal (that here we loosely call vertical because the seabed is nearly horizontal) particle velocity ( Figure 2b ) have been further scaled by the square root of time to transform the data from 3D to 2D geometric spreading (Schalkwijk et al., 1999) . We also choose a window in the common-receiver gather that contains only the direct wave, which is a downgoing field at the recording array below the seabed (Dash et al., 2009 ), and we calibrate the velocity component to the pressure by imposing that the upgoing field should be zero inside that window (Muijs et al., 2004) . The VA injection of the calibrated fields is then equivalent to acoustic wavefield separation and injection below the seabed. The calibration filter (Figure 2e ) has the effect of changing amplitude and phase of the calibrated velocity data (Figure 2c ) with respect to the recorded velocity data (Figure 2b ): Note, for example, a slight change in the shape of the first arrival that improves the matching with that in the pressure data (top panel of Figure 2d ) and the attenuation of lower frequencies (lower panel of Figure 2d ). Figure 3 shows a time snapshot of the wavefields extrapolated from the data in Figure 2 . For illustration purposes, the pressure and velocity terms of VA extrapolation in equation 4 are injected separately and displayed in panels 3a and 3b. By focusing on the injection of the first-order water-layer multiple (event indicated in Figures 2a and 3c) , we see that each single term of VA extrapolation injects this downgoing field upward and downward. When these terms are combined together or when VA data are simultaneously injected as shown in Figure 3c , VA extrapolation almost completely suppresses the wavefront below the receiver surface and enhances that above, (i.e., in the direction from which this wavefront arrived at the receiver array in the physical experiment). If further compared with standard extrapolation of the upgoing field (Figure 3d ), the receiver field obtained by means of VA extrapolation is also clearer in the proximity of the receiver array because of the proper handling of local directionality information from gradients (i.e., from the velocity data and dipole propagators). This is because standard extrapolation invokes a far-field radiation assumption (e.g., Halliday and Curtis, 2010; Vasconcelos et al., 2010 ) that yields amplitude distortions in the near-fields, especially if the curvature of the wavefront approaching the receiver array is not negligible (see Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006; Ramírez and Weglein, 2009) .
In fact, in the absence of particle velocity recordings or dipole back-propagation sources, the pressure data should be scaled by a frequency-dependent factor that is a function of the angle of incidence of each recorded wavefront α, the local medium velocity c, and the angular frequency ω (i.e., −j ω c cosðαÞ, where j is the imaginary unit). This is generally avoided by assuming that the recorded wavefronts are normal to the receiver array so that α ≈ 0 (Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006; Thorbecke and Wapenaar, 2007) . On the other hand, to be able to perform VA extrapolation, a finite-difference code that models the set of acoustic first-order partial differential Vector-acoustic RTM of Volve S139 equations for pressure and particle velocity (Fokkema and van den Berg, 1993) in a staggered-grid scheme is required. For this reason, the computational cost of such an approach is expected to be higher than that of standard acoustic extrapolation because not only the pressure component of the extrapolated field (which is visualized in Figure 3 ) but also the vertical and horizontal particle velocity fields must be computed and stored in memory. Single-shot images are then computed for the three different choices of wavefield extrapolation in equations 1, 2, and 4: Crosstalk between the source wavefield and the incorrectly extrapolated first-order water layer multiple in the receiver wavefield appears in the standard RTM image (indicated in the close-up of Figure 4a ), but it is suppressed when VA injection is used (Figure 4b ). This artifact is also not present in Figure 4c because the up-and downgoing fields have been properly separated in the data domain. A second strong artifact appears in the shallow section of the standard RTM image; this is caused by the improper handling of the second-order waterlayer multiple.
Imaging of upgoing fields
Images are then computed for the 241 shots and stacked together. Note that we use shot-profile VARTM to generate images throughout the paper, but images of the same quality can also be produced by means of receiver-profile VARTM as shown in Appendix A. The incorrectly extrapolated downgoing events create structure that is deeper than the real interfaces in the standard RTM image (dashed white arrows in Figure 5a ). Such ghost reflectors are significantly suppressed in the VARTM image (Figure 5b) and the RTM image of upgoing field only ( Figure 5c ). A small amount of residual energy is, however, left around those locations: This is not due to inaccuracies in the wavefield separation or VA injection, but it is rather the effect of source-side first-order multiples that generally overlap with receiver-side ghosts in OBC data (see Figure 1 in Xia et al., 2006) . Moreover, differences in the quality of the images are visible in the near surface as a consequence of invoking (RTM) or not (VARTM) a far-field radiation assumption in the extrapolation step.
Close-ups of the near surface and two deeper locations are shown in Figure 6 : The main differences between the VARTM and upgoing RTM images are indeed in the shallow section, but as a consequence of the different handling of wavefield curvature, subtle differences between the two images exist also at depths where the reservoir of interest is located. However, even though most reflectors show better continuity in the VARTM image, we note that this is not the case for the reflector indicated by a black arrow in Figure 6b : The additional value provided by VARTM in the appraisal of the deeper structure is the subject of ongoing research.
To further study the value of imaging with VARTM with respect to standard RTM of either full or upgoing pressure, space-lag CIGs (Rickett and Sava, 2002; Sava and Fomel, 2003) are com- Vector-acoustic RTM of Volve S141 puted as a function of depth at fixed surface coordinates (x ¼ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 km) . Incorrect handling of downgoing waves in RTM is reflected in additional energy in the CIG in Figure 7 that are generally defocused from zero-space lag (white arrows) because they are back-propagated along incorrect wavepaths. Because defocusing from zero space lag is the criterion used to indicate velocity inaccuracies (Biondi, 2006) , including such energy may affect the convergence of migration velocity analysis algorithms based on space-lag CIGs.
As for images in Figure 5 , VARTM (Figure 7b ) and RTM of upgoing pressure (Figure 7c ) construct space-lag CIGs that show better focusing around zero space lag from only energy related to upgoing waves at the recording surface. In the shallow section (from 0 to 0.5 km), however, VARTM takes further advantage of the finite-frequency directivity of the VA injection scheme and greatly attenuates events of circular shape that depart from zero space lag in RTM of upgoing waves. As a consequence of this difference, we conjecture that velocity analysis algorithms based on VARTM CIGs such as those in Figure 7b could provide higher-resolution models of the near surface by including also the focusing information of the shallow section that would instead be muted out from the RTM CIGs. Extended images (EIs) (Vasconcelos et al., 2010; Sava and Vasconcelos, 2011) have recently become an alternative tool velocity analysis (Yang and Sava, 2011; Fleury, 2012) and/or for reservoir characterization (Thomson, 2012; Vasconcelos and Rickett, 2013;  Ravasi et al., 2015a) . Instead of extending the imaging condition along the space or time axis individually, EIs extend the imaging condition along the space and time axes by constructing an estimate of the data that would have been recorded by carrying a seismic survey around or at any location of interest in the subsurface (Vasconcelos et al., 2010; Loer et al., 2014) . Figure 8 shows a comparison between two different EIs at locations x ¼ f6; 2g km and x ¼ f6; 2.7g km with space extension of AE1 km, and time extension of 1 s only at positive times. RTM of the full-pressure field creates EIs that are strongly affected by the crosstalk of downgoing waves. Similarly, f-k spectra show that the ghost effect has propagated throughout the model through the receiver propagators and acts on the EI as well as on the recorded data. VARTM cleans up the EIs, and the events representing the reflection from the top of the reservoir (white arrow in the middle plots) can be seen clearly and picked for amplitude analysis. Comparison with the EIs from RTM of the upgoing field does not show any clear difference from VARTM because the far-field assumption made by RTM algorithms holds for those waves that contribute to events in the EIs at the depth level at which they are computed.
Mirror imaging of downgoing fields
Images in Figure 9 correspond to imaging using only the receiver-side ghost fields via mirror RTM and mirror VARTM, respectively, and complement those of Figure 5 . To perform mirror imaging, the free surface is removed and the receiver extrapolation domain is extended to a depth of −4.5 km with a wavespeed model in the negative depths that is a mirrored version of the migration velocity model with respect to the free surface (Vasconcelos, 2013) . This allows the arrivals related to the ghost wavefield in Figure 3b to continue propagating upward toward negative depths; the final ghost receiver wavefield at negative depths is reflected to positive depths prior to imaging using the same source wavefield as that used for the upgoing images.
Mirror RTM of the full pressure data (Figure 9a ) creates ghost reflectors that are shallower than the real interfaces: In fact, upgoing waves, instead of being only back-propagated directly in the subsurface as in standard RTM, also propagate erroneously all the way from the receiver array to the mirrored domain at negative depths, and this additional path makes them coincide in time with the directly modeled source wavefield at shallower locations than those at which they are physically reflected. These spurious interfaces that are not present in the image from mirror RTM of the downgoing pressure data (Figure 9c ) are also successfully attenuated by mirror VARTM (Figure 9b ) meaning that the on-the-fly wavefield separation into up-and downgoing waves is successful. Note, however, that, even though mirror VARTM properly maps first-order receiver-side ghosts in the subsurface, higher order receiver-side free-surface multiples that are recorded as downgoing waves at the receiver array generate spurious structure that is deeper than the real interfaces in any of the images in Figure 9 as indicated by the dashed black arrows. These artifacts may be correctly handled only by novel migration algorithms in which the imaging condition is modified to overcome the Born (single-scattering) assumption (e.g., Fleury and Vasconcelos, 2012; Ravasi and Curtis, 2013b ).
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Imaging of sparsely sampled receivers
Finally, we study the ability of VARTM to migrate data that are sparsely sampled along the receiver coordinate (Figure 10 ): First, we mimic a crossline acquisition for 3D OBC surveys by taking 20 receivers with regular sampling of 250 m; we then further reduce the number of receivers to seven with an irregular space sampling as in ocean-bottom node (OBN) systems. As previously shown by Vasconcelos (2013) on synthetic examples, we observe that the ability of VA injection to decompose upgoing from downgoing is not compromised by either coarse or irregular injection grids: Events that are constructed by the interaction between the downgoing component of the recorded data and the source wavefield are in fact successfully suppressed by VARTM (Figure 10b and 10e) as well as if the upgoing field is imaged by standard RTM (Figure 10c and  10f) . Moreover, the use of monopole and dipole back-propagation sources together with pressure and velocity data is again beneficial in producing clearer shallow images.
We note that although approaches to up/down wavefield separation acting in the frequency-wavenumber domain could be problematic when the spatial sampling is irregular in the source and receiver coordinates because standard implementations of the fast Fourier transform assume data to be regularly sampled (Schonewille, 2000) , VARTM is not as affected by irregular sampling as the former techniques in that it performs wavefield separation directly in the time-space domain without the need for any Fourier transform. On the other hand, because VA extrapolation is based on the theory of representation theorems (Wapenaar, 2004; van Manen et al., 2005 van Manen et al., , 2006 Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006) , coarse or irregular sampling may lead to spurious energy in the reconstructed wavefields at depth in a similar fashion to seismic interferometry (Mehta et al., 2008) . Moreover, given the impossibility of incorporating recordings of the particle velocity component that is parallel to the acquisition surfaces in VA extrapolation, we only expect VARTM to slightly reduce migration swinglike artifacts due to aperture and subsampling by taking advantage of the finite-frequency directivity contained in the normal particle velocity. A more effective handling of the sampling issues may be achieved only if VARTM is applied to data that are previously interpolated by, for example, matching pursuit techniques .
To gain further insights into the accuracy of VA extrapolation with respect to the receiver sampling, we now study a single plane wave arriving at angle of incidence θ ¼ 11° (Figure 11a ) with maximum frequency f max ¼ 40 Hz propagating in a constantvelocity medium (c ¼ 1500 m∕s) and extrapolate it in three different scenarios (Figure 11 ). Even in the extreme case of a single receiver recording (Figure 11b ), the use of VA measurements in wavefield injection discriminates the upgoing event from the downgoing one, the latter being attenuated in the wavefield extrapolated below the receiver (and almost completely suppressed at zero incidence). Nevertheless, the absence of neighboring receivers prevents VA extrapolation from sending energy only toward the correct angle of incidence of the recorded plane wave: Constructive interference across groups of neighboring receivers as in Figure 11c and 11d is crucial to identify the angle of arrival and send energy in the correct direction. It is important to note that this is also the case in the coarsely sampled receiver array (dr ¼ 200 m) in Figure 11c Vector-acoustic RTM of Volve S145 by a finely sampled array of receivers is visible in Figure 11d in which a coherent plane wavefront is visible in the extrapolated fields.
DISCUSSION
Source-receiver VARTM is an image-domain deghosting technique that exploits the directionality information of combined pressure and vertical velocity recordings to extract the upgoing field equivalently to the effect of PZ summation (Amundsen, 1993; Soubaras, 1996) in the data domain. The main difference between these approaches is in the handling of seismic events with different angles of incidence: Data-domain deghosting balances the vertical component by first combining the information of neighboring receivers via f-k (or τ-p) transform and subsequently applying a frequencywavenumber correction factor, whereas VA extrapolation provides the same balancing directly by injection of the pressure component as a dipole source at all available receivers, thus without requiring any domain transform (f-k or τ-p) to be applied to the data.
This difference can have a significant impact for 3D streamer and ocean-bottom seismic acquisition, which are usually characterized by fine sampling along the cable (inline direction) and by very coarse sampling in the crossline direction, due to the availability of only a limited number of cables. Consequently, PZ summation, as well as other standard data-conditioning and processing techniques (e.g., the Radon transform or velocity analysis) that must have access to unaliased representations of the wavefields because they are based on plane-wave decomposition, has to rely on additional approximations and assumptions, such as assuming that the seismic events are linear in the crossline direction or even that the crossline component of the angle of incidence is equal to zero (2D propagation approximation). By contrast, VA migration, which is based on representation theorems that fully account for the 3D nature of the recorded wavefield (Wapenaar, 2004; van Manen et al., 2005 van Manen et al., , 2006 Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006; Curtis and Halliday, 2010; Halliday and Curtis, 2010; Vasconcelos, 2013) , does not require any assumption about the direction of arrival of events in the crossline direction (also when poorly sampled or even when slightly aliased). Although we hypothesize that this, together with correct handling of the finite-frequency directionality, could become even more evident when VA migration will be applied to the full 3D OBC survey, a more in-depth study of the benefit of finitefrequency directionality on a 3D data set is the subject of current research. Data-domain decomposition techniques focused on optimizing the signal-to-noise ratio, such as optimal deghosting (ODG) (Özde-mir et al., 2008; Caprioli et al., 2012) , not only cancel receiver ghosts but also guarantee minimized residual noise. This is achieved at the cost of adding into the decomposition scheme information about the statistics of noise on pressure and velocity data together with their respective ghost models. Even though the ODG solution is very sensitive to any inaccuracies in the ghost models (e.g., cable depth, a flat sea assumption, 2D processing), VA migration is a suitable platform for the implementation of image-domain noise mitigation strategies that directly weight the pressure and velocity receiver wavefields or their corresponding prestack images (El Yadari et al., 2014) without having to rely on additional acquisition information for the construction of a reliable ghost model. When 4C data are acquired, inline and crossline particle velocity measurements contain useful additional information for imaging and inversion, as used by map migration methods (Kleyn, 1977) and stereo tomography (Billette and Lambaré, 1998) . This information cannot be readily incorporated in source-receiver VA migration for marine acquisition that deploys horizontal streamers and for ocean-bottom acquisition with flat, horizontal seabeds: Because the normal vector is directed along the vertical direction at the recording surface, the vertical particle velocity in fact becomes the only required component. Although slanted cables (Soubaras and Dowle, 2010) could represent a solution in streamer acquisition to incorporate the horizontal components in source-receiver VA migration, Fleury and Vasconcelos (2013) propose an adjoint-state VA formulation that can incorporate any recording available; this is ultimately a formulation for reverse time map migration, also representing the starting point for VA full-waveform inversion.
Finally, it is important to note that even though VA injection (as well as its data-domain counterparts -PZ summation, ODG) represents an effective strategy for attenuating water-layer multiples (multiples that never leave the water column) and water-layer peg legs that are recorded at the receiver array as downgoing waves, this approach does not address all of the effects of the free surface in ocean-bottom data. More specifically, source-side ghosts and any other type and order of free-surface multiples reaching the receiver array as upgoing waves generate artifacts in the final image. Although no attempt to remove these events from the recorded data has been made in our field data test, there are a variety of approaches that could be applied alongside VARTM to partially or fully mitigate the effects of the free surface (before VARTM in the prestack domain or after VARTM in the postimaging domain).
First, the source ghost can be removed from the pressure and velocity recordings as part of the wavelet deconvolution process at an early stage in the processing chain, or directly from the image after migration (Caprioli et al., 2014) when data are acquired using only monopole sources. If over/under or dual-source data are available, the source ghost attenuation can be performed either in the prestack domain by means of wavefield decomposition techniques (Moldoveanu, 2000; Egan et al., 2007) or directly while imaging by invoking an imaging condition that combines dual-source data together with dual-source forward propagators or source wavefields (Vasconcelos, 2013) .
Other types of free-surface multiples (those that do not experience their final set of multiple bounces only within the water column before being recorded) could be attenuated by adapting the concept of surface-related multiple elimination (e.g., Verschuur et al., 1992; Weglein et al. 1997 ) from streamer geometries to ocean-bottom geometries, in which the differences between source and receiver depth levels are not negligible and need to be compensated for. The key idea behind these methods is to construct a wavefield prediction operator to compensate for the elevation difference. This can be done either analytically (Matson and Weglein, 1996; Pica et al., 2005 Pica et al., , 2006 , or by making use of the direct wave as the wavefield continuation operator (Ikelle, 1999) . Because the latter procedures are not exclusively valid for pressure data, we foresee that their application to the pressure and velocity fields could provide a modified input data set for VARTM deprived of free-surface multiples. Removal of the residual receiver-side ghosts and careful handling of the finite-frequency directionality contained in the velocity field will be achieved by VARTM.
Alternatively, the effects of the free surface can be attenuated all at once by deconvolving the upgoing field with the downgoing field (Amundsen, 2001; Wang et al., 2009) . If the finite-frequency directivity of the retrieved velocity field has not been affected by the deconvolution process (Ravasi et al., 2015b) , VARTM of these fields could still be beneficial in terms of improving the imaging of the shallow subsurface. An attractive time-space domain extension of this demultiple approach has been recently proposed by Vasmel et al. (2014) based on time-domain finitedifference propagators. Their approach relies on the ability to inject VA field data to separate up-and downgoing fields as shown in this paper.
The suppression of free-surface multiples could also be postponed to the imaging domain if the full downgoing wavefield is forward-propagated as the source wavefield (Muijs et al., 2007; Whitmore et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2011; Amundsen and Robertsson, 2014) and combined with the backward propagated upgoing wavefield by means of a modified imaging condition, the latter being a deconvolution imaging condition (Guitton et al., 2007; Schleicher et al., 2008) . The ability to separate upgoing from downgoing waves when VA data are opportunely injected along the receiver array is not limited to back propagation (or propagation backward in time): The downgoing component can be propagated downward (and the upgoing component upward) by injecting the full recorded VA data forward in time and interchanging the sign of equation 4 (Robertson and Chapman, 2000; van Manen et al., 2007; Amundsen and Robertsson, 2014; Vasconcelos et al., 2014; Ravasi et al., 2015c) .
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a workflow for the application of VARTM to a field data set. By ensuring the matching of direct waves in the pressure and vertical velocity components by using a calibration filter, and by injecting the full recorded pressure and vertical velocity data in a VA fashion, up/down separation is performed as part of wavefield extrapolation. The main benefit of VARTM over standard RTM of separated wavefields lies in the overall better handling of amplitudes by using a correct combination of monopole-and dipole-type propagators, thus resulting in clearer shallow sections and better-focused space-lag CIGs. Moreover, up-and downgoing fields can be jointly imaged without the need for separate finite-difference modeling, and their separation is also shown to be successful in the presence of sparse or irregular receiver sampling.
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APPENDIX A RECEIVER PROFILE VARTM
When data are acquired with ocean-bottom acquisition systems, the number of sources may largely exceed that of receivers. Moreover, OBCs are poorly sampled in the crossline direction and OBNs are coarsely and nonuniformly located across the whole survey area. Prestack imaging of ocean-bottom acquisition can alternatively be performed in the common-receiver domain: In terms of processing, the idea of reciprocity is applied, meaning that the common-receiver data are injected along the source array, whereas the source wavelet is injected at the common-receiver location.
To be able to perform receiver-profile VARTM, two receiver wavefields are separately computed by injecting the commonreceiver pressure and velocity data as monopole-type sources: The proper handling of up-and downgoing waves results in two images that show ghost reflectors with the same polarity and true reflectors with reverse polarity, such that their difference enhances the true reflectors and suppresses the ghost reflectors ( Figure A-1) . For a comparison with shot-profile VARTM, see Figure 5b .
Note that even though shot-profile VARTM has a similar cost as shot-and receiver-profile RTM (i.e., two forward modeling steps), the cost doubles in receiver-profile VARTM (i.e., four forwardmodeling steps), meaning that it is convenient to switch from shot-profile to receiver-profile VARTM only when the number of sources is double the number of receivers. 
